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Hebrew Poetry
 _______ down!
Psalms: The hymnbook of the Old Testament
Song of Solomon: The book of _______ poetry
Wisdom. What is it?
 Application of ________________
 Relates to having experience, knowledge, or good
judgment
 The _________ of living
 Both incredibly _________ and deeply philosophical

Job: The “Why me, Lord?” book
 When presented with the toughest questions of “why,”
are we willing to _________ God?
Ecclesiastes: The get out of the rat race book
 “Under the sun” vs “Under _________”
To become a wise person
 ______ the Lord—It will overwhelm all other fears
 ______ God for it (James 1:5)
 Soak up the _______ of God
 _________ it from the Body of Christ
 Pursue ________

Reflection

Our Biggest Problems Regarding Wisdom
 We want to _________ too much (Gen. 3:6)
 The enticement of the _____________
 The desire to ________ our own lives
2. We choose the wrong starting point (1 Cor. 3:18-19)

Do I trust the goodness of God and His plan for eternity
enough to live my life by faith, not knowing all the
answers?

Proverbs: Wisdom for life
 Wisdom vs. _______

Am I willing to listen to the wise voice of Christ and tune
out the enticing calls of the world?

Applying Proverbs to Life
 Not ____________ or commands, rather generally true
principles
 Must be read within the _________ of the rest of
scripture

What fears control my life more than the fear of God?
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Hebrew Poetry
 Slow down!

Psalms: The hymnbook of the Old Testament
Song of Solomon: The book of love poetry
Wisdom. What is it?
 Application of knowledge
 Relates to having experience, knowledge, or good
judgment
 The skill of living
 Both incredibly practical and deeply philosophical
Our Biggest Problems Regarding Wisdom
1. We want to know too much (Gen. 3:6)

The enticement of the unknown

The desire to rule our own lives
2. We choose the wrong starting point (1 Cor. 3:18-19)

Proverbs: Wisdom for life
 Wisdom vs. Folly
Applying Proverbs to Life
 Not promises or commands, rather generally true
principles
 Must be read within the context of the rest of scripture

Job: The “Why me, Lord?” book
 When presented with the toughest questions of “why,”
are we willing to trust God?
Ecclesiastes: The get out of the rat race book
 “Under the sun” vs “Under heaven”
To become a wise person
1. Fear the Lord—It will overwhelm all other fears
2. Ask God for it (James 1:5)
3. Soak up the Word of God
4. Learn it from the Body of Christ
5. Pursue Christ

Reflection
Do I trust the goodness of God and His plan for eternity
enough to live my life by faith, not knowing all the
answers?
What fears control my life more than the fear of God?
Am I willing to listen to the wise voice of Christ and
tune out the enticing calls of the world?

